SCP Advisory Committee

Telephone Conference Call Minutes

Monday, May 9, 2005, 2:30-4 PM

Present: Becky Culbertson (UCSD), Jim Dooley (UCM), Pat French (UCD), Vicki Grahame (UCI), Lai-Ying Hsiung (UCSC-recorder), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Carole McEwan (UCB), John Riemer (UCLA-chair), Adolfo Tarango (UCSD)

1. Review of "Using 793 $g to code subscription status" (Adolfo and Becky): Adolfo’s new draft is accepted with the following clarifications:

Ex. 9. When the only growth in content is retrospective digitization of the earliest print issues, 793 $g will be coded as "i" (inactive).

Ex. 10. In maintaining only one 793 for each provider, SCP will give priority to licensed access over open-access which will be accounted for in 856, not 793. Thus there will be only one 793 for American Physiological Society online journals. We will add "from the same provider" to "There is also open access to non-current content but there is no access to current content." In the same spirit, in ex. 11, CalDocs will not receive an additional open-access 793. If campuses want to count all open access titles, the number of CalDocs 793s will need to be added to the number of "Open access" 793s.

Ex. 7. Becky will consult public services about leaving out "freely available" from 793 "Open access resource freely available". The Committee also recommends using "partially freely available" for resources that are open access for some years, but require payments for other years.

2. 793 $a $p / 856 $z: We will continue to code the name of product in 793 $a as in the past with some minor changes. Platforms like Highwire or Ingenta will not be coded in 793 $a. Subfield $p will mainly be used for Open Access titles like DOAJ, PubMed Central. There will hardly be any licensed titles that require $p, e.g. Literature online.. Tag 856 $z will contain the short form of the Package or Product name; the platform would be mentioned only in cases where some but not all the titles in a package are available on that platform.

3. General SCP Update from Becky & Adolfo: SCP will likely visit UCM and UCSB before ALA, but other campuses may need to wait till August or September. Campuses still need to send invitation to SCP before visits will be scheduled. Becky will check with Melvyl about its ability to keep up with the pending record re-submissions from campuses due to the implementation of 793 changes.

The California State Library has confirmed that they will continue to use the single-record approach for CalDoc serials. No change in GPO’s use of the single-record technique has

4. Deferred to Next Meeting: Cataloging-related Highlights of April 25 HOTS meeting, Upcoming work of the SOPAG Bibliographic Services TF, FRBR Workshop Highlights from May 2-4 at OCLC.

5. Next meeting: conference call on Thursday, June 9, 10:30-noon.